Phase 1
Due to large and increasing amounts of rain fall, the City of San Cristobal, Bolivar, located on the edge of the Canal del Dique, experiences
server flooding and heavy losses in economical sources and housing, due to the lack of flood controlling infrastructure, building location, and
typology. We propose a phasing strategy, that begins with the building of two bellmout spillways and reservoirs on the north-west and
south-east sides of the city. The spillways and reservoirs will be used to relieve flooding and to bring a new life to the still low lying bodies of
water that are already located in those areas. The introduction of fresh water into these areas through the spillways will allow citizens the
ability to cultivate and control the growth of their fishing industry.

Phase 2
Once the reservoirs are complete, the high land next to the new bodies of water can be developed with a new housing typology. The new
housing will incorporate community connection and safety. The new housing will use dry stacked concrete block construction, to create load
bearing walls, fire walls, and water cisterns between buildings. Also the use of dry stack construction involves less skills sets, as well as
reduces construction time by 70%. The water cisterns that will be built between housing will use roof water catchment systems, with natural
filtering systems. The cisterns will be shared between four units and used as a secondary and an emergency source of water for the families.
They are designed to hold enough water for a potential 16 people for a period of 20 days, with consumption and usage of an average of 123
gallons per person. The urban planning utilizes nodes of common public spaces as way finders, and small lockable allies and courtyards
within small groups of buildings for protection. Theses new buildings and urban layout will reinforce the idea of a tight nit community among
the people, while denazifying the city, and creating safe havens for the community residents. After completion of the new development, families will begin to move into it with the incentive of safer communities and closer connection to the new economical resource. The next phase
will include the deconstruction of the now vacant housing, and the replacement of the of this city core with the new housing typology

Phase 3
After successfully shifting and revitalizing the urban core the citizens along the canal will be able to move into the new developed urban core.
Then the vacant land along the canal will start reconstruction, into auxiliary spillways. These spillways will contain some infrastructure bases
that will allow for organization to remain during and after the event of a flood, but when dry and empty the public will be able enter and
occupy the space and use a public civil center. The spillway will contain temporary structures built for festivals, fresh markets, and any other
community involvement events or economical resources. These auxiliary spillways will be used to divert waters during extreme flooding and
save housing while keeping true to the community’s connection to the canal and revitalizing and restructuring the community’s economy.

